
This NARI Designer needed to remodel her own primary bathroom.  With dry-rot at an 
exterior door, a shower that was poorly designed, a non-functional Jacuzzi tub, and worn 

and chipping materials, this bathroom was ready for a major update! 

The designer wished to improve functionality and reflect her personal style with creative 
materials and a WOW factor!  With the unused door infilled, the new larger vanity 

increases storage, countertop space, and adds a second sink.  The new jetted tub exceeds 
the original with added luxury features.  The challenging tile installation requested by the 

Designer/Homeowner resulted in a work of art!
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Project Description:



DESIGN STATEMENT – Residential Bath $75,001 to $100,000
OBJECTIVES: 
• Reflect Homeowner/Designer’s personal style with the use of creative materials and luxury features to create a true WOW factor!
• Infill exterior door, which was rarely used and had major dry-rot.  Use of additional wall space increases vanity size.
• Eliminate unusable make-up seating area (countertop too high), and add second sink instead.
• Replace dated glass block window, but maintain privacy.
• Redesign shower and tub to fix poor design elements:  

• Eliminate existing gap between shower glass and bench made cleaning impossible.
• Get rid of lip on shower bench which trapped water.
• Reduce full-height wall that made shower enclosure dark and dingy.
• Add recessed niches, so shampoos, etc would not rest on shower bench and tub deck.
• Make tub drain control more accessible, as it was on back of tub, a pretty far reach for a 42” wide tub.

• Replace non-functioning jetted tub and provide access panel (only access was in crawl-space, and repairman was not willing to go under house 
to repair existing tub).

• Organize storage to keep grooming items off countertop.
• Add luxury features for long term enjoyment.
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION CHALLENGES:  
• With second story above, did not want to modify window header size, so overall shower and tub width were to remain the same in order to 

keep window centered on tub.
• With the fixed width of the shower, as described above, and vanity depth, entry to shower would mean a narrow shower door.
• Complicated tile design was challenging for tile installer.
DESIGN SOLUTIONS AND SPECIAL FEATURES
• Unique, curvy, flowing glass mosaic tile layout within textured porcelain field tile truly creates a WOW factor!  Tile installer embraced the 

challenge!
• Brand new, just-released textural cabinet material used for vanity offers another unique design feature. (This vanity was the first 

manufactured by Plato Woodworks after releasing a new line of contemporary laminates, which included this “ripple walnut”).
• With exterior door and make-up seating eliminated, the new vanity offers space for second sink and additional storage, including interior 

organizational features and a docking station to keep electrical items stored off the countertop.
• Glass block window was replaced with an awning window, higher to maintain privacy, yet within the same width opening.
• New shower has no difficult-to-clean areas, a properly sloped and smooth bench, and a pony wall instead of a full-height wall, with hidden 

shampoo niche.  
• Fixed glass panels on pony walls eliminate need for hinged door, allowing for maximal opening width within restricted dimensions.
• New jetted tub has removable front panel for repair access, and offers extra luxury features for the homeowner who loves to take long baths, 

including jets, inline heater, and even aromatherapy.  Tub drain control is on side of tub instead of back of tub, so is much easier to reach.
• Additional luxury features include a heated tile floor and a washlet toilet.



BEFORE FLOORPLAN:  The sink wall included a single-sink vanity and an exterior door that was rarely used and had major 
dry-rot.  A full wall between the tub and shower made the shower feel dark, and the gap between the shower glass and 
bench was impossible to clean.



BEFORE FLOORPLAN:  Infilling the exterior door allowed for a larger two-sink vanity with additional storage.  A pony wall 
between the tub and shower allowed more natural light to flow, and the configuration of the shower glass is easy to clean



ELEVATIONS:  The wall elevations highlight the creative cascading tile design



BEFORE: A bathroom that had been remodeled “on the cheap” 18 years earlier was falling apart. With a single sink vanity, 
an exterior door that had dry-rot (and was rarely used), a shower that was poorly designed, a Jacuzzi tub that was no longer 
functional, and materials that were worn and chipping, this bathroom was ready for a major update!



AFTER: The dramatic design features of the remodeled bathroom creatively incorporate patterns, textures and color 
for a true WOW factor!  Functionally, with the exterior door removed, the larger vanity offers much more storage and 
countertop space, and ample room for a second sink. The new jetted tub exceeds the original tub functions with added 
luxury features.  The challenging tile installation requested by the Designer/Homeowner resulted in a work of art!



BEFORE: The 18-year old vanity was low-end and had discolored.  The cheap tile was chipping, and the height of the countertop 
relative to the knee space made the make-up area unusable, creating wasted space--the stool underneath was only used  as a surface 
to keep the blow dryer off the countertop.



AFTER: The new vanity with unique and contemporary “ripple walnut” offers significantly more storage, a second sink, lighted 
mirrors and a stunning, whimsical backsplash design.  This vanity was first off Plato Woodwork’s manufacturing line with a newly
released line of contemporary materials.



BEFORE: The shower had major design flaws!  The full–height wall between the shower and tub made the shower 
enclosure feel dark and dingy.  The built-in shower bench was tiled with a raised lip instead of properly sloping 
downward, trapping water, which made it harder to clean, a waterproofing risk, and uncomfortable for sitting. It had no 
shampoo niche.  The shower glass enclosure was just outside of the bench, leaving a 2” void that was impossible to 
clean.  Ewww!



AFTER:  Instead of a full-height wall, the new shower surround has pony walls with glass above, allowing more 
natural light in from the adjacent window. The corner bench (shown elsewhere in photos) is properly sloped and 
smooth, and there are no hard-to-clean crevices.  Aaahh!



BEFORE: The Designer/Homeowner loves to take long baths, and the Jacuzzi tub had failed.  The Jacuzzi motor 
access was in the crawl space under the house (no access panel), so no repairman was willing to repair the tub, and 
the jets had not been working for years.  The drain control was on the back of the tub, so not easy to reach across 
the 42” wide tub to engage the drain plug.  The glass block window felt dated (as did all of the materials!).



AFTER: The glass block window was replaced with an awning window, with a cleaner look, raised to maintain privacy.  
The new and improved tub offers the bath-loving homeowner a variety of types of jets and air bubbles, and even 
aromatherapy!  The front cabinetry panel is removable for any necessary future repairs, and the drain control is on the 
right, rather than the back of the tub, so much easier to reach.



DETAILS: The Designer/Homeowner was looking for some 
statement design features, and the (1) textured laminate 
on the vanity, the (2) 3D textured porcelain field tile and 
the (3) glass mosaic (with glitter grout!)  deliver that WOW 
factor!  The curvy tile design is particularly unique, and 
was a challenge that the tile-setter embraced!
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DETAILS: The curvy tile layout spills onto the 
floor at the edge of the tub



DETAILS: The new shower offers a thermostatic control 
valve that diverts between the fixed showerhead and a 
secondary handshower, the corner bench is very 
functional (and properly sloped!), and there is a discretely 
located niche for shampoos and soap.



DETAILS: The vanity offers specialty organization to 
manage grooming paraphernalia.  A custom pull-out 
offers separate areas for a blow dryer and an electric 
toothbrush, both of which can remain hidden and 
plugged into an interior Docking Station.  Another 
drawer offers dividers to organize cosmetics.  These 
features are conveniently located to the left and right 
of the user’s sink, off the countertop.



DETAILS: The remodeled bathroom incorporates luxury upgrades, 
including a programmable heated floor and a washlet toilet, in 
addition to the aforementioned jetted tub.



PRODUCTS USED

Product Manufacturer Reason It Was Chosen
Sink Toto Style/Matches toilet

Faucet Brizo Style/Performance/Full line features

Thermostatic Shower Valve & Trim Brizo Style/Performance/Full line features

Shower head Brizo Style/Performance/Full line features
Wall mount handshower Brizo Style/Performance/Full line features

Tub MTI Luxury Features

Tub plumbing fixtures Brizo Style/Performance/Full line features

Toilet/Washlet Toto Performance/Luxury Feature
LED mirrors Fleurco Style/Performance
Exhaust fan Panasonic Performance/Code
Cabinetry Plato Woodwork Quality/Innovative material

Pulls Brizo Style/Matches plumbing fixtures
Towel bars/Accessories Brizo Style/Matches plumbing fixtures

Floor/Shower tile Bedrosian Style
Decorative mosaic tile MIR Mosaic Style

Heated Floor Schluter Performance/Luxury Feature
Countertop/Tub Deck Cambria Style/Performance
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